
R&G Global Consultants appoints Erik Tieleman as
Managing Partner Central Europe
"Erik brings extensive experience, energy and passion to our expanding team"
17 NOVEMBER 2016, AMSTERDAM

SUMMARY

R&G Global Consultants has appointed Erik Tieleman (52) as Managing Partner for Central Europe.

The boutique management consultancy specialized in supply chain management is expanding its

international footprint rapidly. In his new role Tieleman –together with Managing Partner Aart Willem

de Wolf- will be responsible for managing and accelerating further growth in the next couple of years.

Aart Willem de Wolf on Tieleman’s appointment: “Since his start at R&G, Erik brings extensive
experience, energy and passion to our expanding team of business process specialists. He has
played a major role in fueling our growth over the last years.”

Tieleman states: “It is my personal mission to help companies achieve fundamental, yet pragmatic,
change in operational excellence. My approach is rather hands-on but always data driven. I succeed
when I am able to unlock new energy in people’s thinking and acting. It energizes me when people
actually see the opportunity and develop a shared view of the required changes.”

Trusted partner

Erik Tieleman joined R&G in 2009 and was appointed Partner in 2011. He managed multiple large
scale, complex projects at a wide variety of industrial clients, many of them with breakthrough results.
This made him a trusted partner for both the C-suite, as well as for supply chain leaders and shop
floor operators. Before joining R&G Tieleman worked in several senior positions at Johnson & Johson
and GE.

R&G Global Consultants
http://www.rnggc.com
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QUOTES

"Since his start at R&G, Erik brings extensive experience, energy and passion to our
expanding team of business process specialists."
— Aart Willem de Wolf, Managing Partner

"It is my mission to help companies achieve fundamental, yet pragmatic, change in operational
excellence. My approach is rather hands-on but always data driven."
— Erik Tieleman, Managing Partner Central Europe

"I succeed when I am able to unlock new energy in people’s thinking and acting. It energizes
me when people actually see the opportunity and develop a shared view of the required
changes."
— Erik Tieleman, Managing Partner Central Europe
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SPOKESPEOPLE

ABOUT R&G GLOBAL CONSULTANTS

R&G Global Consultants is the boutique business excellence company to accelerate your business results by
improving operational performance, optimising supply chains and implementing change. In 2004, R&G was
established by former GE’s Lean Sixma architect Piet van Abeelen . Since then over 75 consultants worldwide
have successfully completed more than 700 programs and projects at 150+ major companies in a variety of
manufacturing industries, wholesale, retail and service businesses.

International offices:
Belgium | Brazil | China | Denmark | France | Germany | India | Netherlands (HQ) | Portugal | Spain | Sweden |
Switzerland | Thailand | UK | USA
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